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“With so many buyers using their cars for personal
reasons, it makes sense to market the car as more than just

a commuter-coddler. Proving that your car, truck, or SUV
is versatile while loaded with the tech drivers’ desire is a

good way to take advantage of market growth.”
– Tim Healey, Research Analyst—Automotive

This report looks at the following areas:

• Cars aren’t always for commuters
• Buyers likely to shop new, not used, and especially not CPO

Buying a new vehicle has always been an interesting process – after all, a household’s car or cars
usually represents the second-largest purchase after their house (in the case of renters, a vehicle may
be the largest purchase). It’s also been a difficult process, as consumers must navigate a market of
over 300 models, deal with multiple dealerships (often representing the same brand) competing for
their business, all while finding the best car for themselves at the right price. There are a variety of
options – new or used or certified pre-owned, buy or lease – to consider, as well. On top of that,
today’s technology is changing the way consumers research their next purchase – and in some cases,
how they conduct the purchase itself.
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With an average transaction price of over $30K, many vehicle owners have paid less than that for vehicles
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Most respondents drive fewer than 20,000 miles per year
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Commuters more apt to purchase soon
Figure 25: Vehicle purposes, by plans to purchase a vehicle, December 2014
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30% of respondents will be shopping soon
Figure 26: Plans to purchase a vehicle, December 2014

Income trumps age, race when it comes to purchasing
Figure 27: Plans to purchase a vehicle, by demographics, December 2014
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Figure 28: Plans to purchase a vehicle, by tools used to research vehicle purchase, December 2014

Leases and financing drive near-term purchase plans
Figure 29: Plans to purchase a vehicle, by reasons for purchasing a vehicle, December, part 1, 2014

Driving fun, lifestyle needs are biggest purchase factors
Figure 30: Plans to purchase a vehicle, by reasons for purchasing a vehicle, part 2, December 2014

Those who bought new last time intent on buying sooner
Figure 31: Plans to purchase a vehicle, by new, used or CPO, December 2014
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High mileage and desire for new tech top list of purchase reasons
Figure 32: Reasons for purchasing a vehicle, December 2014
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Younger buyers looking for fun to drive vehicles, older buyers worried about resale value
Figure 33: Reasons for purchasing a vehicle, by demographics, Part 1,December 2014

Figure 34: Reasons for purchasing a vehicle, by demographics, Part 2, December 2014

High mileage, better tech, better fuel economy matter when selecting next vehicle
Figure 35: Reasons for purchasing a vehicle, by type of next vehicle(s) considered, Part 1, December 2014

Figure 36: Reasons for purchasing a vehicle, by type of next vehicle(s) considered, Part 2, December 2014
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Figure 37: Reasons for not purchasing a vehicle, December 2014
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Research methods are similar across races, ages, and genders
Figure 39: Tools used to research vehicle purchase, by demographics, December 2014
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Figure 41: Involvement in purchasing the next vehicle(s) for your household, by demographics, December 2014
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Figure 42: Type of next vehicle(s) considered, December 2014

Compact crossovers popular with women; even parents shun the minivan
Figure 43: Type of next vehicle(s) considered, by demographics, Part 1, December 2014

Figure 44: Type of next vehicle(s) considered, by demographics, Part 2, December 2014
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Car buyers more likely to be “confident” than nervous
Figure 45: Attitudes toward car purchasing process, December 2014

Women less confident, more stressed and nervous, than men
Figure 46: Attitudes toward car purchasing process, by demographics, December 2014

Those buying soonest are the most confident
Figure 47: Attitudes toward car purchasing process, by plans to purchase a vehicle, December 2014
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Key points

Hispanic buyers looking to purchase soon
Figure 48: Plans to purchase a vehicle, by demographics, December 2014

Figure 49: Reasons for purchasing a vehicle, by demographics, November 2014

Appendix – Trade Associations
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